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So Nice To  
come Home To 

A typical day? Plunging head first  

into your adrenaline-pumped life, 

balancing — no, juggling — the 

essentials of careers, kids, carpools, 

and conference calls. Multi-tasking 

whole days into nano-moments for 

the sake of keeping up or if you’re 

lucky, getting ahead. Some days,  

out-of-the-ordinary is the norm. 

But at the end of the day, coming 

home is all that really matters. With 

every fiber of your being, you ease 

quietly into the soothing, bubbling 

comfort of your Master Spa. From 

here, you release the day’s stress and 

renew your sense of self. Luxury? No, 

no. This is the healing that revives 

your mind, body, and soul. This is 

what brings you home.
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RegeNeRaTioN 
BegiNS aT Home 

We design our spas to focus on 

your total personal wellness — 

the very nature of your relaxation 

response and the relief that comes 

from our unique brand of spa 

therapy. We concentrate on the 

core of your being, creating the 

“ultimate body therapy system” 

that soaks and soothes mind and 

muscles alike with massaging jets  

of hydrothermal, pulsating power. 

The result is a revitalized, often 

exhilarating, feeling of renewed 

living — a holistic sense of 

enhanced health and perception.  

So we have come to realize that 

with every spa we build, we are 

helping individuals enjoy some of 

the best moments of their lives. 
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Water is the very substance that  

sustains us inside and out. But when 

combined with thermal    therapy, water 

gains a splendid influence over stress 

and can fully rejuvenate the body.  

From ancient cultures to our own 

progressive pace, hydrothermal therapy 

continues to be the preferential 

treatment for relieving pain, stimulating 

digestion, and improving circulation 

and immune systems. All that from 

something so fundamental — and  

now, something so fun!

With Master Spas high-tech 

advancements, you have the ability  

to connect the therapeutic powers  

of water with the controls and 

comforts of patented spa relaxation. 

The acclaimed Legend Series Xtreme® 

provides innovative therapeutic designs, 

continuous circulation, filtration, and 

heating systems that give you the 

full benefit of buoyancy, heat, and 

massage. We may not have invented 

hydrothermal therapy, but we fully 

intend to make history by perfecting it. 
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FoR You, oNlY THe  
BeST SeaT iN THe HouSe

Part of what makes every Master Spas tub a 

favorite among critics and customers is our 

finely-crafted, form-fitting seats that perfectly 

accommodate the human body. We have taken 

therapy to the extreme simply by creating seats 

that wrap you in comfort and that deliver the 

ultimate in hydrothermal therapy from head  

to toe. For example, the Xtreme Therapy Seat 

(XTS) utilizes 20 strategically placed jets with 

two whirlpools in a unique X-pattern for the 

neck and back and maximum coverage for the 

hips, thighs, calves, arms, wrists, and hands — all with individual controls. And 

naturally, most Master Spas feature dual 14-nozzle Master BlasterTM jets for the 

best foot therapy anywhere*.

No other spa manufacturer offers as many therapeutic jet configurations  

as Master Spas, all within your command. Choose a full body massage …  

or perhaps concentrated neck and shoulder relief … or a soothing foot  

massage … or a relaxing lounge and cool-down seat. Many jets are fully 

adjustable from 100 to 10 percent velocity, allowing you to customize  

every seat in the spa!

Experience Master Spas therapy in every seat: 

 A StressRelief™ Neck and Shoulder

 B Lounge Seat

 C Cool Down Seat

 D Master Blaster™ Foot Therapy

 E Xtreme Therapy Seat

 F Rejuvenation Seat with Cascade Massage

 * LSX 557 includes one 14 nozzle Master BlasterTM
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Become THe maSTeR  
oF YouR WoRld

Master Spas is putting you in complete control of 

your wellness. Used for centuries to help relieve pain, 

improve circulation, reduce swelling, and alleviate 

stiffness, magnetic therapy is being reborn in the 

world of modern medicine. As more doctors and 

physical therapists use magnetic therapy for the 

treatment of back problems, arthritis, and sports 

injuries, nearly 70 percent of all professional athletes 

regularly use magnetic therapy for pain relief and 

performance enhancement.

Our exclusive Reverse Molded Neck Jet Seat 

features specially designed shoulder jets that 

apply tension-relieving massage where it’s 

needed most, across the neck and shoulders. 

Our patented Master Force Bio-Magnetic Therapy 

System applies strategically placed neodymium rare 

earth magnets to two pressure points behind the 

neck and eight through the shoulders, back and seat 

areas in our exclusive reverse molded seat. 

Our Master Blaster™ Foot Therapy System 

uses dual jet clusters* with 28 total individual 

nozzles designed to rejuvenate your body 

through an encompassing foot massage. 

This unique form of reflexology is bolstered 

by scientific studies into the health benefits 

of foot massage. Our Master BlasterTM Foot 

Therapy System is powered by a separate 

oversized pump, generating 165 gallons per 

minute of powerful yet soothing foot relief.

* LSX 557 includes one 14 nozzle Master BlasterTM
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